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INTRODUCTION 

Recently there has arisen a considerable interest to some 
geometrical techniques for investigation of the symmetries and 
the Hamiltonian structures of the nonlinear evolution equa
tions/3-7~ In a beautiful paperll/ (see also/2/ ) Magri has 
made an important suggestion about the geometrical interpreta
tion of the Inverse Scattering Method. But as far as we know 
the proof of the main result is lacking. The purpose of this 
paper is to give it. 

We must start with a preliminary remark. The proof is made 
with a.full rigour only for the finite-dimensional case, but 
we give it in a form that allows a possible generalization. An 
important theorem used in the proof, namely, the Nijenhuis 
theorem, is based on the Frobenius theorem of integrability. 
This theorem has an infinite-dimentional generalization/11/, and 
therefore, so has the Nijenhuis theorem. As to the situation 
described in Magri's theorem, it occurs in the systems solvable 
through the Inverse Scattering Method (see, for example,/13/), 
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performed. 
Let M be a smooth manifold, let A be a (1,1) tensor field, 

i.e., A is an operator A: T(M) ... T(M),linear on the fibers of the 
tangent bundle T(M). A Nijenhuis bracket/8/ is a tensor field 
defined as: [A, A] (X, Y) = N- [X, Y] +[AX, AY]- A![AX, Y] +[X, AY]I, 
X , Y being vector fields on M; and [X, Y], the Lie bracket. 

In what follows M will be a symplectic manifold (M,w) ~being 
nondegenerate, closed (dw = 0) two-form. The operator A and the 
symplectic structure are coupled if w(X, AY) = w(AX, Y) for two 
arbitrary vector fields X and Y. Now we can formulate the Theo
rem (Magri). 

Let (M, w) be a symplectic manifold, its symplectic structure 
being coupled with the operator A. Let [A, A]= 0 and in ad
dition let A take diagonal form on a set of eigenvectors at 
every point of M. Let the dimension of the eigenspaces be cons
tant on M. Then: 

I) The eigenspacesS;, corresponding to the eigenvalues A;, 
are orthogonal with respect to the symplectic form w. The dimen
sion of S; is even. 

II) If X; a:e vector fields such that dA; = -i . w "'-w(X;. ·), 
then IdA; I i~J 1s a set of one-forms in involuti~. If A; are 
nowhere constants, then dA i are independent, X;<;;. S;. 

~ ·~":',;:·.c,,, • '·,,t•, ~~· 
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III) I. If dimS
1

=2,· i.e., every eigenvalue is doubly de
generated, and Ai are nowhere constant, then {dAi I is a comple
te set of forms in involution. Every x 1 is completely integrable 
Hamiltonian system. 

III) 2. Under the conditions of the previous point (III. I) 

w = l wl' w 1 =wl , w
1 

=dA 1/\y 1 , 
i r;; J s i 

r 1 being one-forms; f\, the exterior product. If Y 1 is vector 
field such that iy1 w =-Yi• then S1 is spanned on Xi, Y1. If in 

addition X1 and Y 1 commute, then the Lie derivative Lx
1
Avani

shes. 
IV) Suppose that dimS 1 = 2, A1 are nowhere constant and A1 has 

no zeroes. Then the two-forms 

w A (X, Y) = w (AX, Y), 
-1 

w rl (X, Y) = w (A X , Y) 

are symplectic forms and the set {d,\ i I i r;; J is still in involu
tion with respect to wA and wA_1 . 

REMARK 

In his original work Magri required one more condition on 
the tensor field A: it ixw is closed, so must be iAXw. There 
is a property of a tensor field with vanishing bracket that, 
ifixw,iAxw are closed, so areiAnxw,n=2,3 ... , see 191.Al-

though this property is quite important for constructing sym
metries from a given one 11,21, (A being a recursion opera-
tor /1,13/) this requirement does not affect the integrability. 

PROOF. 

The condition [A,A] = 0 is equivalent, see/S,9/, to the fol
lowing two conditions (Nijenhuis theorem): 

a) The eigenspaces S 1, and also every sum ,$ S j , are comple-
jvKCJ 

tely integrable in the Frobenius sense, i.e., at every point 
there exists a submanifold such that Si coincides with its 
tangent space. Vector fields that belong to different subspaces 
Si commute. 

b) <L\1 (Xj) = 0, i,j, i~j, XJ_r;;Sj' i.e., Ai depends only 
on the coordinates of the integral submanifold. 

I) To begin with the proof, let us consider w(X1 ,Xj ), 
~ 1 r;; S 1, X j r;; S j , i .j, j , w (AX i• X J ) =A 1 w (X 1, X J ~ = w (X 1, AX j ) = 
- Ajw(Xi,XJ). As A1 I= Aj, then w(X 1,Xj) = O, 1.e., S 1 and Sj 
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are orthogonal with respect to w. Since w is nondegenerated, it 
is nondegenerated when restricted to si,therefore the dimension 
of Si must be even. 

II) Suppose 1 x 1 w = -<L\1 ·From the point b) it follows that Xi 
is orthogonal to the subspacesS J• i.e., xir;;S 1.It is evident 
now that <L\1 are in involution. As <L\1 I= O, then Xi~ 0, X 1 
belong to different eigenspaces and are linearly independent. 
Therefore dA i also are. 

III) 1. Now let dimS i = 2, w = l w1 , w1 = w ls 1 · {d,\i I is 
i r;; J 

a complete set of one-forms in involution. Moreover, for every 
field of sub spaces S = S 11 $ S 12 e •.. $ S 1 k , , i 1• i 2 , ... , i k r;; J 
the two-form wls=w 11 +w 12+ .•. + w 1k is symplectic on the 

integral submanifold of the field S, dA 1 1, ···, dA 1 k being a camp-

lete set in involution. According to the Liouville-Cartan theo
rem1101,wl8 can be written in the following way: wl 8 = dAi{' Yi 1 + 

+ dA 1 2" Y i 2 + ••• + dA 1 k" Yi k, y i are one-forms, dyi belongs to the 

ideal generated by d,\i in the algebra of the exterior forms. 
Every X 1 is a completely integrable Hamiltonian system. 

III) 2. Suppose that Yi are vector fields such thatiy
1
w=-yi. 

It is evident that w(X 1,Y1)-=I, w(X,Y 1)=0, Xt;;Sj, i/=j. So 
Y1 t;;Si and S 1 is spanned by Xi, Y1 .Let us calculate Lxi A. 

Lx A(Y) =[X 1 ,AY]-A[Xi'Y]. As YJ,Xjspan Sj then it is 
i 

sufficient to verify that the right-hand side vanishes for Xj,Yj, 
jt;; J. We have [X.,YJ]"'O i,j r;; J (If y. are closed, then 

I , I , ( ( ) [XJ,Y.]=O follows from the well-known 1dent1ty d w Xj ,Yj) = 
0 J ) 

= 1[ ] w .• xi. YJ 

Lx 
1 
A(X j) 0 i .;, j, 

0. 

IV) We can now write down the two forms w A' w A -1 in the fol
lowing way: 

-1 
WA-1 = l A i w i 

i r;; J 

As we have dwA=dwA-1 = 0, then wA, wA-1 are symplectic 
forms. Finally, the vector field xt corresponding to <L\ 1 with 
respect to wA is Ai1 Xi.It follows that w"(X~, X~)= A-:1w(Xi'Xj) =0, 
. \ . 11 . . 1 t• J J 1.e., the forms d~ 1 are st1 1n 1nvo ut1on. 
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We remark that the completeness property of the set {dA 11 
i ~ J takes place even if the dimension of M is infinite. If 
.Fis a smooth function on M,dF being in involution with the set 
{d.\ 1l i ~ J then dF is a linear combination of the one-forms d.\ .. 
Ind~ed, ~et X be a vector field, ~(L) =- dF. As dF is in invo-

1 

lut10nw1thd.\i, (L)(X,Xi)=O, X=J~/JXj+gjYJ• then gj=O, 

X-= I f jXJ ,or equivalently, dF = I fj d.\J .. 
jG-J ji;J 
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~nopKo 6., RHoBCKHH A. ES-83-831 
K TeopeMe MarpH o nonHoH HHTerpHpyeMOCTH 

npeACTaaneHO AOKa3aTenbCTBO TeopeM~ MarpH OTHOCHTenbHO nonHOH HHTerpH
pyeMOCTH, OOABHBWeHC~ B CBA3H C non~TKaMH AaTb reoMeTpH4eCKY~ HHTepnpeTa
~H~ MeTOAa o6paTHOH 3aAa4H pacceAHHA. noKa3aHo, 4TO Aa*e npH B~nonHeHHH 
6onee cna6~X ycnOBHH OCHOBH~e B~BOA~ Teope~ COXpaHA~T CBOO CHny, T.e. 
4TO B KOHe4HOMepHOM cny4ae Co6CTBeHH~e 3Ha4eHHA OOPO*Aa~ero onepaTOpa 
eCTb raMHnbTOHHaH~ BnOnHe HHTerpHpye~X CHCTeM. 

Pa6oTa a~nonHeHa B na6opaTOPHH B~4HCnHTenbHOH TeXHHKH H aBTOMaTH3a~HH 

OHRH. 

Florko B., Ianovski A. ES-83-831 
On Magri's Theorem for Complete Integrability 

A rigorous proof of Magri's theorem is given, which may help to under
stand better the geometrical foundations of the inverse scattering method. 
It is shown, that even under weaker conditions, the main results of the 
theorem still hold, i.e., that in the finite-dimensional case the eigenva
lues of the generating operator are Hamiltonians of completely integrable 
systems. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Computing 
Techniques and Automation, JINR. 
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